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Synthesis of Diamonds 
Clear or yellow industrial-grade diamonds can be 
synthesized from graphite with a novel and relatively 
light apparatus. 
A copper plate rests over the large (upper) end of
of graphite in the pocket; the heat and pressure thus 
generated convert at least part of the graphite to dia-
monds. The hammer, copper plate, horn, and anvil 
are assembled within a bolted frame. 
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Sections of Apparatus (A). Small End of Horn (B), and the Shape of the Current Pulse (C). 
a solid exponential horn made of hardened steel 
(Fig. 1A). A magnetic hammer, abutting the copper 
plate, functions with the plate to create a downward 
shock wave in the horn. Through the small, (bottom) 
end of the horn, fitting snugly in a small pocket in 
an anvil (Fig. 1B), the shock is transmitted to a charge
A bank of capacitors delivers a fast-rising current 
pulse (Fig. 1C) to the coil in the bottom of the mag-
netic hammer; the prototype's bank had a capacity 
of60F.Thecoil is separated from the copper plate 
by a plastic sheet to prevent arcing. The resultant 
complex of magnetic field, eddy currents, and mag-
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netic field, in and around the coil and the plate, tends Note: 
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